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Inflation, Inflation, Inflation 
By Mike Laughery, Director of Partner Services 

I studied in Brazil for a semester of college (fall of 1989). At the time, Brazil was experiencing 

hyperinflation. I would go to the bank once a week to change 100 US dollars into Cruzados (the 

currency in Brazil at the time) or would exchange money with local doctors who were looking to get 

their hands on dollars. Why? Because inflation in Brazil in 1989 was above 1400%. Therefore, I did not 

want to change dollars into the local currency until I needed to spend it because the Brazilian currency 

was losing purchasing power at an alarming rate. One night we went to a restaurant. During the course 

of ordering our food and eating, the restaurant changed the prices on the menu. No, we did not pay 

more upon leaving, but the subsequent patrons paid.  

Inflation has been a common topic of discussion over the past year but has not been a topic of 

discussion in the United States for quite some time. In fact, the last time we saw inflation above 5% in 

the U.S. was in 1990 (5.42%). Before that, inflation exceeded 5% for 10 years in a row (1973-1982). 

Average inflation rate - USAFacts 

Since it has been so long since we have experienced this kind of inflation in the U.S., we thought a 

primer about the basics of inflation would be helpful. 

Common terms used when discussing inflation 

Inflation 

Inflation means that prices increase while the purchasing value of money decreases. As inflation rises, 

our dollars will buy fewer goods/services. 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) is the variation in the price paid for retail goods and other items. If the CPI 

goes down, consumers (on average) are paying less for retail goods, and if the CPI is going up, 

consumers are paying more. 

To determine how much to adjust salaries due to inflation, companies might use the CPI. This index 

is a standard tool to measure inflation. The Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates CPI monthly and 

annually for the entire country and the Northeast, Midwest, South, and West regions. They determine 

changes in the CPI using the following method: 

https://usafacts.org/data/topics/economy/economic-indicators/economic-indicators-and-actions/inflation-rate-yearly-average/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=ND-StatsData&gclid=CjwKCAiAsNKQBhAPEiwAB-I5zVi1Bzl9A2YSaj7-Mjb6U9MoSRNPudTWCNEa3uNJ6yfZfWh4h8srfhoCR3MQAvD_BwE
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1. Lists more than 80,000 items representing the average household's purchases, including
groceries, housing, clothing, transportation, healthcare, recreation, and education

2. Conducts surveys around the country to determine the average prices of these items
3. Calculates each category or item's CPI by dividing the current year's average price by the base

year's average price and multiplying the total by 100
4. Weighs categories of items by importance to determine an average CPI figure (for example,

the grocery category has half the value of housing)

Cost of Living 

Cost of Living denotes the amount of money needed to cover basic expenses such as housing, food, 

taxes, and healthcare in a particular place and time. The states with the lowest cost of living include 

Mississippi, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. States with the highest cost of living are Hawaii, New York, and 

California. Minnesota hovers slightly above the average. 

Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA)

Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA) represents the change in income or benefits that correspond with 

the current cost of living. Companies can make cost-of-living adjustments for employees to counteract 

the creep of inflation. 

We welcome the opportunity to assist you as you balance the desire to “balance the budget” while 

working to pay a just wage. Meanwhile, see other articles in this newsletter that examine possible 

ways to utilize the information above in your budgeting process. 


